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Abstract. Pruning algorit hms for feed-forward neur al networks typ
ically have the undesirable side effect of int erfering with t he learning
pro cedure. The network reduct ion algorithm presented in this pap er
is implemented by considering only directions in weight space that
are orthogonal to those required by t he learning algorit hm. In this
way, the network redu ction algorithm chooses a minimal network from
amon g the set of networks with constant E-function values. It thus
avoids introducing any inconsistency with learning by explicit ly using
t he redundancy inherent in an oversize network. The method is tested
on boolean problems and shown to be very useful in practice.

1. Introduction

The probl em of choosing the optimal network size and architecture for a
given situat ion has remained intractable. Once a network architecture has
been decided up on, learning procedures such as back-propagation [lJ enable
the network to be tr ained , provided that there are enough degrees of freedom
(hidden units, weights and biases) . One of the principal methods for solving
the network size prob lem in practice is pruning an oversize network ; th at is,
eliminating some of the weights according to some appropriate criteria. A
variety of such algorithms have been described in the literature [2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8J .

The primary reason for the extensive interest in such network optimiza
t ion algorit hms is the fact that minimal nets tend to have t he best generaliza
t ion propert ies [9, 10], as demonstrated both by recent rigorousresults [11, 12]
and empiri cal investigations [4]. Networks that are too large are able to fit
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(1)

the training data arbitrarily closely but , in essence, they memorize the train
ing patterns, and typically do not generalize well to new inputs. Another
motivating fact is that the amount of computation both for forward compu
tation and for learning grows with increasing network size. We hope to gain
some insight into the behavior of a minimal network, in terms of a set of
rules, or as a function of the hidden units.

A number of network reduction schemes have been proposed that adds
terms to the standard sum squared error cost function,

Eerr = LEp = ! L(tpn - opn?
n 2 n ,p

where the sum is over the n output units and p input/output training pat
terns, whose target output and network output on the output unit n are tpn
and opn, respectively. In the method presented in this paper, an oversized
network is taken for the initial network configuration, and is trained using
back-propagation in the usual way. Training can be considered as a mini
mization procedure f~r the function Eerr in the space of weights (and biases).
Because the network is oversized, there will be many network configurations
that correspond to the same value of Eerr . Such equivalent network configu
rations canbe visualized as contours on the surface of the cost function-in
the same way that contours on a topographical map define points of equal
height . The method we present here can be viewed as a way of moving around
these "contours" to seek a configuration where as many as possible of the
weights vanish. The method is "orthogonal" to learning in the sense that the
pruning algorithm moves the network configuration around the contours of
the cost function, which are perpendicular in weight space to the gradient of
the cost function , which in turn is required for learning. The details of this
method are presented in the next section.

Other pruning algorithms typically interfere quite severely with network
learning. The standard way to prune a network is to introduce additional
terms to the cost function (1), and a number of such schemes have been
discussed in the literature [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. One of the simplest such cost
functions is the sum over all weights in the network, with each weight provid
ing a quadratic contribution. This method, also called weight decay [2, 3, 4],
delivers at each iteration step a contribution that decreases every weight by
a certain uniform proportion; that is, large and small weights decay at the
same rate. The weights which do not contribute to learning will then have
an exponential time decay. A number of more complex weight cost functions
have been introduced in order to influence weights that lie within specific
ranges. One such method is weight elimination [5], where the additional
term can be thought of as a complexity term that likewise encourages the
reduction and eventual elimination of many of the connections. The essential
problem.with such methods is that the additional terms in the cost function
interfere with learning, since they change the shape of the contours and the
positions of the minima of the error cost function. It is necessary to care
fully adjust the strength of the additional terms so that network reduction
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is achieved, yet the network still converges to a training solution. Because
these goals are not necessarily compatible, the success rate of convergence
typically decreases-often dramatically. The method of Karnin [6] has some
similarity with the method that we propose, in that learning is carried out
using only the quadratic error function (1). Superfluous weights are elim
inated by estimating the sensitivity of the global cost function to each of
the weights . This can be accomplished by keeping track of the incremental
changes to the weights during learning, and by discarding connections with
weights that have a low sensitivity. Karnin's method has the advantage that
no modification of the cost function is required, and there is therefore no
interference with the learning process while the sensitivities are being mea
sured. However, the method is not dynamic-it is not able to move the
network configuration to other potentially more favorable regions of weight
space in some systematic manner.

Our method is presented and explained in the following section, together
with several possible variations and some details about its implementation.
Section 3 contains results of the method as applied to the parity and sym
metry problems with a single output unit and one hidden layer.

2. The method: pruning orthogonally to learning

Oversized networks have an inherent redundancy; it is possible to find a net
work of smaller size (i.e., fewer weights and biases) that is still capable of
learning the given tasks. This inherent redundancy means that any partic
ular value of the cost function (1) has a large number of possible network
configurations associated with it. Furthermore, if we have one such network
configuration, then there is a continuous set of weights and biases that have
the same value of the cost function. This set of weights defines a contour
of the cost function in the space of all possible weights. Therefore, if we
find a network configuration with a cost function value of Eerr = ~ (by us
ing back-propagation or any other training method, for example), then it
is possible to find a large set of equivalent network configurations by mov
ing around such contours in weight space. Since we also wish our network
configurations to have good generalization properties, it is reasonable to use
this freedom of choice to seek a network configuration in which as many
weights as possible vanish. Learning proceeds with a minimization in the
weight space of the error-squared cost function Eerr (I)-without adding any
additional terms-that presents all the patterns to be learned. (We refer
here to batch learning only.) A standard training procedure is used-such as
back-propagation [IJ or any of the more recent accelerated variations and im
provements [13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. The network reduction proceeds by keeping
Eerr constant. We require the gradient of Eerr in weight space for learning,
which is exactly orthogonal to the contour Eerr = constant. This provides a
clear conceptual separation of the network learning and network reduction
procedures.
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In order to move around th e contours Eerr = constant we introduce the
function Em for the network reduction algorithm. There are a number of
possibilities for this function that we will discuss, some of which have been
introduced in the literature in the context of other network pruning algo
rithms. In our notation , a network configurat ion is represented by a vector
win the space of weights and biases. We likewise define the gradient of Eerr

by

D __ oEerr
err - ow

and similarly the gradient of the network reduction term by

D1 = _ oEm
m ow

(2)

(3)

However, in order to ensure that we remain on a contour of constant Eerr it
is necessary to add a correction term to D~r of the following form:

(4)

where f3 is given by

(5)

and where the vector product does not include the contributions from biases
for reasons that will be discussed lat er in thi s section. By moving through
weight space in the direction of Dm we generate a series of configurations
with the same Eerr value (apart from small deviations introduced by th e
finite step-size error associate d with discrete changes in the weights).

By an appropriate choice of the function Emit is possible to reduce redun
dant weights towards zero. The algorithm begins with an oversized random
initial network configuration and implements back-propagati on, including
cont ributions from both Derr and Dm . Weights close to zero are eliminated
only after t he network has found a first learning solution, and some criterion
for eliminating small weights needs to be decided upon. Once learning has
been achieved, weights whose absolute values are less than a certain frac
t ion f min of th e maximum weight Wmax in th e network are set explicit ly to
zero, and thus eliminated from the network (we typically chose a value of
fmin = 0.1). The f3 term in equation (4) ensures that those weights that are
essential for learning are not affected by the network reduction step .

Hidden unit s and biases

There are two ways in which a hidden unit can be "turned-off"; that is,
eliminated from th e network without affecting network performance . The
first and most straightforward case occurs when the weight Wok between the
output unit 0 and the hidden unit k tends to zero (we consider the case
where the network has only one output unit-generalization to the case with
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a number of output units is st raightforward) . In this situation the hidden
unit k simply can be discarded. The second case occurs when all the weights
Wki between a hidden unit k and th e inpu t units in tend to zero. The output
of unit k is th en the same for every input pattern p , and it is determined
only by th e bias fh on th at unit, as follows:

output on unit k = Ck = (1 + e-O, ) - l (6)

for units with a sigmoid response function. A similar situation obtains when
the bias becomes very large in comparison to the other weights attached
to the unit . It is then possible to eliminate unit k and add its network
contribut ion to the bias eoon the out put unit :

(7)

In this way th e output bias eoabsorbs th e turned-off hidden unit k, which
is then eliminated from th e network (again , generalizati on to the case of
many output units is straightforward). Alth ough biases can be thought of
as weights connected to a unit th at is always on, we have found it useful to
treat weights and biases separately because of the foregoing considerations
(hence any reference to weights in this paper does not include biases, unless
explicit ly stated).

The function E m

The purpose of the function Em is to reduce the number of weights and
hidden units in the network. The simplest way to implement this is to define
Em to be th e sum over all weights (but not biases) in th e network of th e
absolute value of the weight:

Em = J.Lw L IWijl
weights

(8)

This particular definition is straightforward to implement because the par
t ial derivatives required for nm (see equations (2) and (3)) are simply ±1,
according to the sign of the respective weight . Among oth er possible defini
tions (some of which have been discussed in the literature [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7])
are

(9)

as well as variations on these, such as dividing the weights by some normal
ization factor Woo These functions will be referred to as simple functions, to
denote the fact that each weight experiences a network reduct ion term that
is independent of all other weights .

It is also possible to introduce slightly more complicated functions that
st ill retain some locality, such as making th e coefficients of such simple terms
depend upon other weights connected to th e same hidden unit. We consider
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an example of such a te rm when we make the coefficients of simple terms
inversely proportional to the numb er of active weights (that is, weight s t hat
haven 't been eliminated) associated with the particular hidd en unit (see Sec
t ion 3). Such a refinement tends to eliminate the weight s associated with
hidden units that have already had weight s eliminated, and thus to reduce
the numb er of hidden units in t he final network.

It is also worth noting that we are not rest ricted to terms that are explicit
funct ions of the weights. In principle, we could also consider functions of
the unit outputs 0);, where k denotes t he unit and p the pattern, as in [3].
Introducing such terms requires some care regarding the effect that they
have upon th e resulting network configurat ions. Any expression involving
the pattern output 0); whose minimum lies at 0); = 0 (for example, a simple
quadratic t erm (0);)2) has the effect of pushin g 0); t o smaller and smaller
values-which can only be achieved by large negat ive weight s! From the
previous discussion of turning-off hidden units and the role of biases, it is
clear that a more appropriate term would be (0); - Ck ) 2 with Ck as defined in
(6), since the minimum of t his function (namely, 0); = Ck for all pat t erns p)
is exact ly the condition required for turning- off the hidden unit k.

Practical implementation

A numb er of point s concerning t he pr actical implement ati on of this method
require discussion. It is clear that the correct ion te rm in (4) is only nec
essary if f3 in (5) is negative. If f3 is posit ive, then the contribution from
Em is not in conflict with learning and no correct ion is needed. Carrying
out the correct ion ensures that the Em cont ribut ion stays on a contour of
Eern whereas if f3 is positive and no correction is carr ied out, the network
configuration moves to a conto ur of smaller Eerr-which is what is requi red
during learning in any case. Only if f3 is negative, which means that net
work reduction conflicts with learning, is the correct ion carr ied out. Exactly
this situation-that is, f3 being negative-has led to the sharp decrease in
learning ability of many pruning algorit hms.

We also need some guide concerning the relative sizes of the contribu
tions from E err and Em. In principle we need only check that t he st ep-size
associated with the Em contribution is such that the network configurat ion
st ays very close to the contour. In practice this has been implemented by
requiring that f3 remain larger than f310wer (we choose f310wer = -1.0, although
the results are not much affected by any value in the range - 0.5 to - 5.0);
and when this is not already th e case, the vecto r Dnr is scaled appropriately
to fulfil this condit ion.

It is possible to carry out t he network reduction procedure from the very
beginning of t he network training pro cess, or to let the network first find a
learning solution. We investigat ed alternatives and found , in general, that
smaller networks resulted when t he contribution from the network reduction
algorithm was included from the st art of t raining. On the other hand, more
training steps were required to find the first network solution. This result is
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not surprising, because the inclusion of the network reduction cont ributions
from the start of t raining influences the extent of the network configuration
space that is explored-and it is well known that the training rate and the
number of degrees of freedom in a network are inversely related [18J. When
there is no network reduction term during learning, the network ten ds to
use all the available degrees of freedom rather than seeking a solutio n with
a minimal number of weights and hidden units. Thi s behavior probably in
dicates that such solut ions are more numerous than t he minim al solution(s),
as discussed in [9], Section 10.

Our algorit hm will not necessarily always give the minim al network config
urati on , since not all configurations with the same value of the cost function
need be continuously connected via a contour. There may be a numb er of
disconnected contours with the same Eerr value, and upon which of these
contours the network lands will depend on the (random) initi al network
configuration. However, the algorit hm can, in principle, find the minimal
configurat ion associated with the contour that the network is on.

Local version of the algorithm

A vast ly simplified version of the algorithm results if we insist upon locality;
t hat is, if each weight is iterated according only to information received
from the units to which it is attached- it receives no information about the
network apart from this. In this case each weight is iterat ed according to
the contribution obtained from back-propagation and, if the signs of the two
terms are the same, the contribut ion from Enr . After learning has taken
place, the network reduction can st ill proceed by continuing to calculate
the contribut ion that would be provided by back-propagation (although it
is not used), and comparing its sign with that of the network reduct ion
term. Thi s version of the algorithm does not require us to calculate f3 and
the re is therefore no global knowledge of the network configuration. Even
such a simplified version of the algorit hm ensures , however , that the network
reduct ion contributions always move the network configuration to a point
.insi de the contour; that is, to a configuration with a lower value of Eerr (apart
from the caveat s about finite step-size effects). Result s for this version of t he
algorit hm are discussed in the next section.

3. Implementation on simple Boolean problems

In thi s sect ion we present the results of tes t ing this algorithm on a numb er of
well known Boolean probl ems. Such problems have the advantage that they
are relat ively well und erstood and have been extensively investigated, both
numerically [IJ and analytically [19]. Although these problems are rather
special in some regards, they have become recognized as standard "bench
tests" for the st udy and comparison of new methods. There are a num
ber of specialized methods for teaching neural networks Boolean functions,
some of which are very much faster than back-propagation methods- such
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(10)

as decision trees [20, 21], sequent ial const ruction algorithms [22], geometric
construct ion algorithms involving t he partitioning of the input space by hy
perpl anes [23], and Queries [24]. However , the generalization of these meth
ods to non-Boolean functions or sit uations involving on-line t ra ining remains
problemati c, and t hey have t herefore not replaced back-propagation as a
genera l purpose learning algorithm for neural networks. Indeed, the method
of back-propagation has been exte nsively developed [13, 14, 15, 16, 17] and
has become an ext remely versati le too l. Such simple Boolean problems as
parity and symmetry are part icularly suitable for test ing pruning algorithms
because the soluti ons involve only one hidden layer (the case for any Boolean
problem) and the minimal number of hidden units required by a network is
known .

The pari ty function has output + 1 when the numb er of input units N[
with +1 is odd and an output 0 otherwise. The parity network problem
requires a minimal numb er of hidden units NH = N[ [1]. The symmetry
problem, which has an output + 1 if the pattern of the input units is sym
metric about the center and an output of 0 otherwise, requires a minimum
of two hidden units [1], irr espective of the number of input units.

The training patterns were present ed in batch mod e and the weight s were
adjusted according to the back-prop agation algorithm [1] , with learning rate
E and momentum 0: . The patterns were considered learned when the output
was within a learning tolerance of 0.1 of the correct answer. The initial
weights were chosen randomly on a scale r = 2.5.

A cutoff t ime was also introduced for the learning procedure whereby, if
the t ra ining had not been completed within thi s numb er of it erations, the
network was considered to be stuck in a local minimum. The performance of
a neur al network algorithm can be presented in a numb er of ways. The least
ambiguous pair of performance indicators are the success rate and t he average
t ra ining t ime. The success rate is simply the percent age of t ra ining runs
that gave the correct output (within t he learning to lerance) for all training
pat terns before the cutoff t ime. For the average training t ime T we use the
definition [18]

(

n )-1
T = ~ 2:R;

n ;= 1

where the sum is over the t raining runs, and R; is the inverse training time
for successful runs and zero otherwise. This 'measure of training t ime is more
appropriate than taking a simpl e average, since it includ es the effect of net
work configurations that do not converge to a solution but is not dominated
by such contribut ions. It should be kept in mind , however, that this defi
nition favors those network configurations that converge to a solution more
rapidly, and it therefore gives lower values than a simple average would in
situations where all the network configurations converge to a solution before
the cuto ff time.

The same criteria were used to measure the success rate and speed of
the network reduction algorithm. The results for the speed of the algorit hm
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parameters back-prop reduction NR NR (as %)

!' w {31owe r fm in !converge 7bp % Tm % av. 2 3 4 5+

0,01 -1.0 0,1 0,00 5 83 100 152 100 2,25 80,5 14,8 4,0 0,7
0,005 " " " 50 100 107 100 3,05 39,6 28,6 22,3 9,5
0,02 " " " 198 100 275 100 2,07 93,2 6,2 0,6 0,0
0,05 " " " 236 98,8 307 98,3 2,14 88.8 8,9 1.9 0.4
0,01 - 0,5 " " 81 100 126 100 2,52 62,6 26,0 8,9 2,5

" - 2,0 " " 84 100 164 100 2,15 86,9 11.1 1.9 0,1

" -5,0 " " 86 98,0 171 97,8 2,12 89.4 9,2 1.4 0,0
" - 1.0 0,05 " 83 100 150 100 2,29 78.4 15,8 4,5 1.3
" " 0,2 " 83 100 153 100 2,23 81.0 15,5 3,3 0,2
" " 0,3 " 83 100 155 99,8 2,23 79.4 18,3 2,3 0,0
" " 0,1 0,002 83 100 220 100 2,13 88,8 9.4 1.5 0,3

" " " 0,01 83 100 105 100 2,54 62,9 24,5 8,9 3,7

Table 1: Results for the NI = 2 parity problem (XOR) with € = 1.0,
a = 0,94, The network starts with 8 units in the hidden layer and the
method reduces the net to N R hidden units.

given here represent the number of ste ps taken to find a complete and sta ble
reduced network configuration; t hat is, one in which all the weights had
ceased to change significant ly. This criterion gives an upper bound on the
time required by the algorithm, since most of the elimination of weights and
hidden units actually takes place very soon after the learning solution is
found . We consider the reduction algorithm to have converged to a solution
when the change in all weights and biases at anyone step is no more than the
fraction fconverge = 0.005 of the largest weight in the network. The removal of
weights and hidden units begins after the first network solut ion is found, and
weights which are less than a proportion f min of the largest weight Wmax in
that particular layer of the network are removed explicitly. We typ ically used
a value of fmin = 0.1; larger values tend to give smaller resu ltant network
solut ions, but the algorithm takes longer because more relearning must take
place after each weight is removed- and larger values of fmin represent, on
average, a greater disturbance of the network.

Parity

The N1 = 2 parity problem (XOR problem) is one of t he simplest problems
upon which to test new algorithms . We present results for initial network
configurations with 8 units in the hidden layer, which are represe ntative of
the behaviour of t he algorithm on oversized networks . These results are sum
marized in Table 1 and represent an average over 1000 random initi al network
configurations. The perce ntages for the success rates of back-propagation and
the network reduction algorithm are taken with respect to the total number
of initi al network configurations. T he learning rate was chosen to be € = 1.0
and the momentum a = 0.94, which represent near-opt imal values for batch
t ra ining using the back-propagation algorithm without any pruning. A cutoff
of 1000 presentations of the patterns was used t hroug hout, NR is the number
of hidden units in the reduced net and the minimum possible is two.
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The results show a dramatic reduction in the size of t he network-the
numb er of hidd en units is reduced in the overwhelming majority of cases
to 2, and the distribution falls off rap idly towards larger numb ers of hidd en
units. Furthermore, this network reduct ion is observed for a wide range of
parameters- thus eliminating any need for a careful tuning of the param
eter values. Alt hough the initi al oversized networks could easily allow the
"grandmother cell" solution (NR = 4), it is inte rest ing to note that it is only
chosen in a small fraction of cases.

The effect of varying each of t he parameters can easily be seen. Larger
values of the coefficient J.Lw of the network reduction contribut ion give smaller
result ant networks, which reflects the influence of this term t hroughout learn
ing on the extent of the weight space that is explored. However , larger val
ues of the coefficient J.Lw also result in longer learning times. Trials were
also performed in which the network reduction term was applied only after
the network had found a first solut ion, and t he resulting networks were con
siderably larger than those obtained above. Large negative values of f310wer

also tend to give smaller network configurat ions- for much the same reasons .
The parameter fmin det ermines which weights are set explicit ly to zero and,
as we would expect , larger values give smaller resultant networks- although
values that are too large (i.e., larger than 0.3) produce a large disturbance
of t he network and, sometimes, loss of learning ability (longer solution time
and lower success). Likewise, the effect of f converge is st raightforward; larger
values give faster solut ion times but also larger result ant networks.

The other network reduction functions given in (9) were also investi
gated and an overview of the results is given in Table 2. In order to give
a comparison of t he various functions, all the tests were performed using a
learning-rate of E = 1.0, momentum a = 0.94, f310wer = -1.0, f min = 0.1,
and f converge = 0.005. The effect of varying these parameters is much the
same as we have seen in Table 1, with t he same sorts of t radeoffs: smaller
resultant networks requiring longer convergence t imes. These functions give
the same qualitative picture as was found previously, but the resultant net
works are somewhat larger t han those obtained using the simplest network
reduction function Enr = IWij l, and, in general, substant ially more iterations
were required to find solut ions.

The last sect ion of Table 2, lab eled "local," denotes the local version of
the algorit hm, as outlined at the end of Section 2. The resultant networks
were somewhat larger and t he solution and implementation times were longer.
The results obtained using the E nr of (8) were substantially bet ter than all
other methods, and it is this function that is used in all subsequent results
that we present.

The pari ty problem with 4 input units and an initial network configura
tion with 8 hidd en units was also invest igated. This probl em is known to
have solut ions with 4 hidden units. Back-propagation in the absence of any
network pruning is near-optimal for values of the learning rate E = 0.8 and
momentum a = 0.86, giving an average batch training t ime of 116 presen
tations of all training patterns and a success rat e of 98.3% (with a cutoff of
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back-prop reduct ion N R N R (as %l

E ll' I-'w 7bp % Tll' % av o 2 3 4 5+

IWij l 0.01 83 100 152 100 2.25 80.5 14.8 4.0 0.7

0.005 72 100 111 100 4.20 11.0 20.8 27.9 40.3
wtj om 127 99 .8 191 99 .5 3.01 46.4 26.0 15.0 12.5

0.02 335 99 .8 416 97.4 2.96 47.2 29.1 12.5 11.2

0.02 43 100 70 100 4.38 3.5 18.8 34 .3 43.4
wtj/(1+ wtjl 0.05 63 100 95 100 2.82 41.3 39.9 14.6 4.2

0.1 141 99.8 186 99.8 2.32 73.2 22.0 4.2 0.6
0.2 237 99 .6 279 99 .6 2.28 76.3 20.3 2.6 0.8

1 - e-wtj
0.02 44 100 71 100 4.08 5.9 25.5 34 .9 33 .7
0.05 64 99.9 94 99.9 2.88 36.1 42.9 17.7 3.4
0.1 112 99 .9 150 99.8 2.41 67.0 26.3 5.8 0.9
0.2 177 99 .9 219 99.9 2.34 70.8 24.8 3.9 0.5

0.02 50 100 78 100 3.47 17.7 36.0 31.1 15.2
1 - e- 1Wi j l 0.05 89 100 125 99.4 2.49 58.1 35.3 6.2 0.4

0.1 134 99.5 169 99 .5 2.35 67 .2 30.9 1.9 0.0
0.2 103 100 138 98 .8 2.68 41.5 50.6 6.8 1.1

0.02 59 100 89 100 2.95 33 .7 43 .9 16.7 5.7
log (l + wtjl 0.05 125 99.5 164 99.4 2.30 72.9 24.6 2.4 0.1

0.1 160 99.5 197 99.4 2.31 69.8 29 .2 0.9 0.1
0.2 123 99.8 195 90. 1 2.49 57.2 37.9 4.0 1.0

0.0 1 45 100 121 100 3.39 16.2 44.4 26.4 13.0
local 0.02 56 100 138 99.5 2.86 37.1 44.7 14.5 3.7

0.03 64 100 165 94 .3 2.63 47.6 42.8 8.4 1.2
0.05 71 100 225 90.9 2.54 49.3 47.3 3.2 0.2

Table 2: Results for the N] = 2 parity problem (XOR) with various
network-reduction cost functions. Throughout , E = 1.0, a = 0.94,
(3lower = - 1.0, ! min = 0.1, and ! converge = 0.005. The network begins
with 8 units in the hidden layer and the method reduces the net to
N R hidden units.

1000 present ations of the learning patterns) . These values of t he learning
rate and momentum are t he values chosen for our test ing of the network re
duction algorithm, although there is a broad range of parameter values that
give very nearly the same tra ining performance. The results presented in
Tab le 3 were obtained by averaging over 1000 init ial network configurations
with a cutoff of 5000 present ations of all the learning patterns.

Network pruning was implement ed using (8). This was found to give a
substantial reduction in the average size of the resultant networks , but we
observed a tendency for the eliminated weights to be distributed over all
the hidden units. Although this gives a sizable reduct ion in the numb er of
hidden units, there is st ill some remaining redundancy. In order to specifi
cally reduce t he numb er of hidden units we int roduced a further hidden unit
suppression fact or , whereby hidden units at t ached to small weights are more
highly supressed than thos e with larger weights. This can be accomplished
by associating a factor rhwith each hidden unit . This factor is incorporated
int o the change of the incoming weight to that hidden unit as follows (see
equation (3)):

(D1 ) . = _~ aEnr
nrk. ;;) ~

rk UWki
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parameters back-prop reduction
suppress NR

units I-'w (3!ower f m in ! co nverge 7bp % "nr % average

no 0.002 -1.0 0.1 0.005 134 98.9 140 98.8 6.56
0.003 -1.0 0.1 0.005 157 94.7 164 94.6 6.03

yes 0.002 -1.0 0.1 0.005 176 96.4 197 96.3 5.13
0.003 " " " 238 94.4 264 94.1 4.81
0.005 " " " 365 89.7 399 89.3 4.81
0.00 3 -0.5 " " 227 95.5 248 95.3 4.92

" -5.0 " " 240 94.2 269 93.9 4.78
" -1.0 0.05 " 238 94.4 260 94.1 4.89
" " 0.2 " 238 94.4 284 89.7 4.72
" " 0.3 " 238 94.4 371 64.2 4.67
" " 0.1 0.002 238 94.4 316 93.8 4.70
" " " 0.01 238 94.4 255 94.2 4.90

Table 3: Results for t he N[ = 4 parity problem. Throughout, € = 0.8
and a = 0.86. The network begins with 8 units in t he hidden layer
and the met hod reduc es the net to NR hidden units.

(12)
_ --=L::.:,i =lw....:.;.kt:"-.1--:7'Yk =
maxk f( L i IWkfi l)

and k E hidden layer , i E input layer of units. Thus, the network reduc
t ion term will be more significant for weights at tached to hidden units whose
total incoming weights are smaller. Consequently, such hidden units have
a greater tendency to be eliminated from the network. A variety of more
complicated expressions for 'Yh were also tested, but this particular straight
forward expression (11) proved to be the most successful, both for the parity
and the symmetry problems.

In Table 3, t he first two lines are without any unit suppression term and
t he remaining results are with the 'Yh term as given in equat ion (11). The
substant ial reduct ion that the 'Y term brings about can be clearly seen. The
effect of the other parameters is qualitatively the same as that observed in
the case of the XOR prob lem.

An interesting addendum to our investigations of the parity-4 functio n is
the observation of solutions with three hidden units! Although it is easy to
convince oneself that no such solution is possib le with a step-funct ion, it is
nonetheless entirel y possib le for such solutions with the sigmoid functio n to
give an arb it rarily small error . T hese solutions can ar ise because of very fine
t uning of the weights and biases with the sigmoid funct ion. One such solu
t ion, in which t he difference between t he target and act ual network output
for each pattern was less than 2 x 10- 4 , is given by the following network
configuration.

On the output layer:

Unit 1 in hidden layer:

80 = 16.8501, W o,l = -26.9472,

W o,2 = - 80.4798, W o,3 = 48.1751
81 = - 25.9776, W1,i = 7.09304

ViE input layer
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parameters back-prop reduction
suppress NR

nodes /-lw {31ower fmin !converge 7bp % 'Tm % average

no 0.005 -1.0 0.1 0.005 46 97.7 76 97.6 5.77
0.01 - 1.0 0.1 0.005 60 97.1 104 97.1 4.17
0.02 - 1.0 0.1 0.005 131 75.5 162 95.2 3.22

yes 0.002 - 1.0 0.1 0.005 43 98.0 87 98.0 4.69
0.005 " " " 59 97.9 131 97.5 3.31
0.01 " " " 100 97.2 149 96.4 2.94
0.02 " " " 165 95.7 203 95.7 2.86
0.03 " " " 316 79.5 375 78.5 2.90
0.01 -5.0 " " 103 96.9 158 96.0 2.91

" - 1.0 0.2 " 238 97.2 150 93.6 2.93

Table 4: Results for the N; = 4 symmetry problem. Throughout,
€ = 2.0 and a = 0.85. The network begins with 8 units in the hidden
layer and the method reduces the net to N R hidden units .

Unit 2 in hidden layer:

Unit 3 in hidden layer:

B2 = 2.36091, W2 ,i = -1.54448

ViE input layer

B3 = 18.6657, W3 ,i = -12.5477

ViE input layer

Clearly, there is a whole class of such solutions, although they appeared only
rarely.

Symmetry

The symmetry problem with N j = 4 inpu t units, which has a minimal solu
t ion of NH = 2 hidden units [1], was also used to test the network reduct ion
algorithm and the results are summarized in Tab le 4. Again, we started with
8 hidden units and network parameters were determined by averaging over
1000 randomly chosen initial network configurations wit h a cutoff of 1000
presentations of the 16 learning patterns: € = 2.0 and a = 0.85. These
parameter values give a training time of 39 complete pattern presentations
with a success rate of 97.9%.

The resu lts for the network pruning algorithm are presented in Table 5.
The algorithm with the term for suppression of hidden units (12) delivered
networks with very nearly t he minimal number of hidden units required for
the problem.

4. Discussion and conclusions

We have presented and systematically investigated a number of refinements
to pruning algorithms. T he algorithm for introducing t he network red uction
contribut ions ensures that it is not in conflict with the network training al
gorithm, by making changes to the weights only in directions in weight space
that are consistent with learning. This essentially eliminates the problem
of spurious minima (due to conflict of the Eerr and Em terms) that plagues
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pruning algorithms. However , learning may take somewhat longer than for
unpruned networks, because the network can move into a region of weight
space where the derivative of the error function Eerr is small.

We have introduced a means not only of pruning weights, but more specif
ically of pruning weights in such a way that the numb er of hidden units is
significant ly reduced. A number of different network reduct ion funct ions Em
have also been systematically compared. The algorithms were tested on par
ity and symmet ry problems and they produced considerable reduction in the
resultant network size over a large range of parameters.
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